Displaying Art at the Blue Dog
Blue Dog is pleased to support local artists by hosting month long exhibits of art and photography.
The monthly exhibits are coordinated by owner Marie Fanjoy. If you are interested in exhibiting, please
email Marie a few jpegs of your current work so that she can determine if your art would work on our
walls. Please note that exhibition times do book up in advance.
Marie’s email is mariefanjoy@rogers.com (please do not call the restaurant regarding art exhibits as
Marie does not work full time at the Blue Dog)
How it works:
The Blue Dog can hold 8 or 9 pieces of work as follows:
A - one vertical piece on pillar - approx 18" wide max
B- 1 larger vertical or 2 horizontals on the wall between the bathrooms,
C- 2 larger vertical or horizontal pieces that go together between blackboards
D- 1 larger vertical or horizontal near booth
E- 2 smaller pieces vertical (one by front door, one by thermostat)
F- one mid sized piece
G- one mid sized piece
We encourage artists to drop by the restaurant prior to hanging your work so they can see the size of
the spaces available.
We ask for 15% commission on any piece sold. We usually settle up at the end of the exhibit. If anyone is
interested in purchasing a piece we ask them to contact the artist directly to make arrangements.
Please note that Blue Dog’s insurance does NOT cover your art on display for consignment. We have a
waiver form that you would be required to sign.
The monthly art exhibits are switched over on the same day so we do not have empty walls for too long.
Dates and times for switchover are determined closer to the beginning/end of the month and Marie
endeavours to find a date that works for both artists.
Promotion: if exhibiting, a bio of the artist is always appreciated. We hang it up at the Blue Dog and send
it to the local papers. We also have our exhibiting artists listed with the City of Brantford current events
and in the Expositor’s “What’s Happening” that is published on Thursdays.

Marie Fanjoy, Owner
Blue Dog Coffee Roasters
199 Brant Ave.
Brantford, ON
mariefanjoy@rogers.com

Blue Dog Coffee Roasters
199 Brant Ave, Brantford, ON N3T 3J1

Agreement for Displaying Art

1. Blue Dog Coffee Roasters Ltd. Is not responsible for lost, stolen or damaged artwork.
2. Sale of artwork will be handled directly by artist. Blue Dog staff will direct public to contact artist
directly to negotiate price and receive payment.
3. A 15% commission applies to art sold while on display at Blue Dog Coffee Roasters. Payment to
Blue Dog can be made at the end of the exhibition.
4. OPTIONAL – A list of art on display and the prices may be attached to this agreement.
Artist Name: _____________________________________________ (please print)
Artist Signature:___________________________________________
Date:______________________________
Duration of Exhibition: _____________________ to _______________________

Signed Craig Mann or Marie Fanjoy _______________________________ Dated _________________
Blue Dog Coffee Roasters Ltd.

